LEVEL OVERVIEW
Tutorial – Life will never be the
same [Mission 1]
Escape with your life using any
means neccesary
Zone A
Demonstrate the Manipulator

Getting ready A1
(Mechanic Introduction)

Science
Facility
Event Overview
Keith comes and get Sam as she is late
for the demonstration of the
Manipulator.

Conscript

NPCs
Keith,
3 conscripts (1 ragdoll, the other two
standing over him)

Group Trigger
Start of the level

Special character

Objective

Player Character

Ragdoll Conscript

Sub-Objective
Finish Cutscene

Sub-Objective
Move and rotate the camera to find
Keith.

Sub-Objective
The Player character has to follow Keith
(To roughly the area where the soldiers
are)

Sub-Objective
Double click to run

Narrative
Sam is late to a demonstration of her
device and Keith has come to get Sam.
She curses slightly and tells Keith that
the device is not ready yet.

Notes
Mechanic introduction: Camera
movement.
Mechanic introduction: camera
rotation.

Narrative
Keith and Sam talk about the
Manipulator and how it interacts with
the Regulator.

Narrative
Keith says that they should hurry and
starts sprinting to the gate.

Keith will walk away till obscured by an
object, stops, turns and tells Sam to
follow.

The above can be done with hints
instead.

Next Section

Stairs
Keith
Blocked

Sub-Narrative
On another side of the fence a
seemingly drugged soldier. Two soldiers
are looking at the moveless body talking
over how he went crazy and that they
had to make sure he didn t move again.

Point of interest

A2
High cover

Notes
Until stated otherwise the objectives
cannot be failed and the player
character cannot die.

Sub-Objective
The player has to interact with the
interface to open the gate.

Narrative
Keith asks Sam to open the gate as he
doesn t have the clearance because of
an error. The gate closes after Sam and
Keith stays behind saying that he will be
watching from a distance and that she
should do her best.

Notes
Mechanic introduction: Running
Notes
Mechanic introduction: Interaction

Notes
Mechanic introduction: Walking
Mechanic introduction: Locking camera
to player unit (with hint)

Building
Vista

The Demostration A2
(Mechanic Introduction)
12
Crowed

Event Overview
Sam meets Colonel Bradley and has to
use the Manipulator

Conscript

Special character

NPCs
Bradley
1 Gunless conscript
2 Conscripts (Bradley guards)
Spectators (See if should be officers or
civilians)

Group Trigger
After the gate closes behind Sam.

12

12

Objective

Player Character

12

Sub-Objective
The player has to walk further to the
other side of the semi-big courtyard.
Being funnelled towards Bradley

Sub-Objective
Finish Cutscene

Sub-Narrative
Some spectators are standing on the
other side of a fence/wall. They talk
about the device that will be displayed,
how it is integrated with the regulator
and how it could help traumatised
soldiers.

Narrative 1
Bradley is waiting impatiently in a
courtyard. He makes a remark on Sam s
ethnicity (Half Asian) or gender. He
demands that she demonstrates this
device called the manipulator on a
traumatised soldier.

Sub-Objective
Walk behind the traumatised Soldier.

Next Section

Bradley
Stairs
Keith

Scripted

Blocked

Notes
Mechanic introduction: Need to be
behind enemies to use it.

Sub-Objective
The player has to interact with a
traumatised soldier to demonstrate the
device.

Sub-Objective
Finish Cutscene

Notes
Mechanic introduction: Biohack
Mechanic introduction: Actionwheel

Narrative 1
The manipulator malfunctions and
overloads, wiping the brain of the
soldier. Sam is shocked telling Bradley
that she can control the Soldier now.

Narrative 2
Bradley knows something went wrong.
He demands Sam to move the newly
gained pawn to confirm what he thinks
that happened.

Narrative 2
Sam tries to convince Bradly to
postpone the demonstration as the
manipulator is not yet tested fully and
she doesn t know how it will interact
with the subject s regulator. But Bradley
wants none of it and demands Sam to
use the device.

B1

Sub-Objective
Select the Pawn and move it arround.

Sub-Objective
Finish Cutscene

Sub-Narrative
Civilians are talking among themselves
unsure what is actually happening.

Narrative 1
Bradley figures out what is going on and
immediately reacts quite hostile. He
Demands the soldier to stand down and
the shocked Sam to hand over all her
work. The conscripts will raise their
weapons and point at Sam.

Notes
The player can only swap active unit and
move with it.

Narrative 2
A Conscript opens the gate Sam will
escape through and moves in.

Sub-Objective
Use the pawn to shoot at one of the
conscripts and select the player
character again and have her flee
through a gate.

Narrative
The conscripts move in close to Sam and
in a panic she decides without thinking
to have her newly gain pawn attack one
of the conscripts and flee away herself
as this happens.

Reaction
Cutscene black borders appear and the
screen fades to black.

Notes
Some time passes as Sam escapes.

Notes
The game will go in focus mode as
everything slows down and Sam has
time to react on what is happening.

Narrative 3
Sam is shocked and unable to really do
much as Bradley orders the conscripts to
close in and keeping demanding to stand
down.

Notes
The conscript will mimic the animation
of Sam.

Zone B
Escape the area undetected
Getting out of there B1
(Mechanic Introduction)

Scripted

Conscript

Scripted
Special character

Keith

Scripted

Event Overview
Some time has passed and Sam is hiding.
Keith finds Sam.

NPCs
Keith
3 conscripts

Group Trigger
After timeskip

Player Character

Next Section

Sub-Objective
Finish Cutscene

Sub-Objective
Finish Cutscene

Narrative 2
Sam is covered in a corner hiding away
from the pursuers.
Three conscripts run past talking to
each other to find the scientist woman
no matter what, as ordered by Bradley.
She has no where to go, her clearance
have been revoked.

Narrative 1
Sam is startled when Keith talks to her
from behind a fence. He gives her a gun
and tells her that she shouldn t be
caught and has to escape no matter the
cost and says that no one knows that
they are together.

Sub-Objective
Move to the next area.

Blocked

Low Cover

Building

Trigger

Narrative 2
Keith moves in a moment after the
conscripts are out of sight.

B2

Narrative 2
Keith will tell Sam that they cannot be
seen together and that she should meet
him at his house. Only then can they
talk. He tells Sam to be careful and that
he loves her and that she should move
from cover to cover. He than walks
away.

Keeping out of sight B2
(Mechanic Introduction)

Event Overview
Sam needs to sneak past enemies to get
away.

Conscript

NPCs
2 Conscripts in Alerted state
1 Scripted Conscript

Group Trigger
When walking in trigger.

Player Character

Next Section

Sub-Objective
Click on the cover and move to the
cover.

Blocked

Low Cover

Notes
The player character stops when
entering the group trigger and the
player can only click on the cover in
front of her.

Building
Scripted Alerted
Force
click

Trigger

Line of
sight

Reaction
Two conscripts move in and search the
area.

Sub-Objective
The player has to move along side the
cover towards the exit.

Notes
The player cannot click anywhere else
but the cover to move. Until reaching a
trigger close to the exit.

Sub-Narrative
The Enemies will talk to each other
saying that the girl should be there
somewhere. And that she needs to be
caught at all costs.

Mechanic introduction: Cover

Reaction
The player moves scripted to cover in
the new area where an enemy sees the
player and moves in to investigate.

Sub-Objective
Interact with a Hidding Spot.

Narrative
The conscript fails to spot Sam.
Sub-Narrative
Sam will curse to herself.

Sam will say that she has no choice but
to use the Manipulator as Keith said no
matter the cost.

Notes
Is cutscene

Notes
Mechanic introduction: Hidding Spots

Sub-Objective
Move out of the Hidding spot and flank
the conscript. (Move to trigger)

Notes
The player can only click on the trigger
area.

Mechanic introduction: Cover move
Notes
Cutscene borders appear as the
enemies move in.

C

Mechanic introduction: Detection

C
Alarm

B3

Scripted

Spotted B3
(Mechanic Introduction)

Conscript

Event Overview
Sam is almost at her destination and has
to continue towards the metro station.

Elevator

NPCs
2 conscripts (Unaware)
2 conscripts (alarmed)

Group Trigger
After gate closes

C
Player Character

Next Section

Sub-Objective
Bio-hack the first conscript.

Blocked

Sub-Objective
Swap the pawn to replace

Sub-Objective
Click to bio-hack the second conscript.

Reaction 1
The player character walks scripted to
the conscript and starts bio-hacking.
The camera will switch to the pawn
behind the gate and it will show that it
dies.

Notes
Mechanic introduction: Pawn
replacement

Notes
Player cannot switch between units. If
the player does so than a text will show
up: Take over the other unit first.

Reaction 2
A conscript will move in and sees the
body. He runs to an alarm button and
sounds the alarm. Two there conscripts
move in and all three enter the area.
The camera moves back to the player.

Statue

Hidding Spot

Sub-Narrative
The conscripts are put on guard and
have to watch the area.

High cover

Statue
Low Cover

Reaction 3
Three conscripts will enter the area and
demand Sam to stand down. She will
instead resist.

Notes
Keep in mind Camera Constrains. Might
want to get a distance between B2 and
B3.

Building

Trigger

Notes
Cutscenes

Line of
sight

Mechanic introduction: Alarm

Sub-Objective
Kill the attacking conscripts.

Sub-Objective
Enter an elevator to a higher position.

Narrative
After she won Sam is determent that it
was the right thing to do.

Notes
Mechanic introduction: Elevator
Once the player is out the elevator it will
go down and never up again (gated).

Notes
The player can be killed in this part and
the rest of the level.
Mechanic introduction: Player character
combat

C
Alarm

Fountain

Opens after killing the
attacking conscripts

Zone C
Reach the subway.
Personal kill C1
(Mechanic Introduction)

Conscript

Elevator

Event Overview
Sam tries to get an overview of the area
but finds a sniper that is on overwatch.

Player Character

Group Trigger
Getting out of the elevator

NPCs
Sniper (Alerted)

Next Section

Blocked

Hidding Spot

Sub-Objective
Finish cutscene.

Sub-Objective
Melee kill the sniper

Sub-Objective
Dispose of the body.

Sub-Objective
Move to a point of vantage.

High cover

Narrative
Sam notes that she is unable to control
the pawns from this distance and they
die as they are disconnected..

Low Cover

Building

Notes
Mechanic introduction: Pawns out of
range.

Trigger

Line of
sight

Pawns get disconnected.

Narrative
Sam will say to herself that the enemies
are on high alert in this area because of
the alarm.
She notes that she should take out the
enemy and thinks putting the
manipulator on over drive will do the
trick.

Narrative
Sam will say to herself that she should
hide the body or else people might find
it again.

Notes
Depending if melee will be the default
action. It will either hint to open the
action wheel again (graying out biohack) or just hint to click.

Narrative
Sam notes that she s almost Save if she
could only enter the sub-way.
Sam will note that she will need a pawn
to get through the checkpoint and open
the gate.

Notes
Mechanic introduction: Hide bodies

Notes
Introducing: Subway (no mechanic),
Mechanic introduction: Checkpoint part
1.

Mechanic introduction: Melee
Mechanic introduction: Alarm zone
bleeding

Body Disposal

Reaction
The camera moves to the objective to
show where the player has to go. First it
will go to the subway then it will move
to a checkpoint and showing an
conscript going through the checkpoint
and finally showing a gate with a
interface on the other side

Through the gates C2
(Mechanic Introduction)

Event Overview
Sam needs to find a way through a
checkpoint using a pawn.

Group Trigger
After going down with the elevator.

NPCs
Conscript (¿Respawn?)

Sub-Objective
Take out the conscript in anyway fitted.

Sub-Objective
Bio-hack a conscript
(If not yet having a conscript)

Sub-Objective
Move the conscript through the
checkpoint.

Note
Give notes about sound, telling the
player that different interactions make
different sounds which will alert the
player of the player and raise suspicion
if using a pawn.

Notes 1
Conscript might need to respawn.
Maybe a conscript walks from outside
the level through the checkpoint and
than move out the level again.

Notes
Mechanic introduction: Checkpoint part
2

See page next page

Notes 2
Mechanic introduction: Pawn Suspicion

The final stretch C3
(All taught mechanics available)

Event Overview
The player will have to get to the
subway one way or another. All taught
mechanics are now free for the player to
use.

Sub-Objective
Go inside the subway.

See page next page
Narrative
Sam needs to enter the subway in order
to get to Keith s place where she thinks
she is save.
Sub-Narrative
Conscript Dialogue: Make sure not to let
the subject enter the subway or we ll
never be able to catch her.

Notes
Cannot be in combat when trying to
enter the subway. Once detected the
objective will change into: Lose the
attackers one way or another.

Group Trigger
After going through the gate.

Narrative
Sam escapes the part of the city and for
now is save.

NPCs
???

Sub-Objective
Open the gate from the other side.

Sub-Objective
Move the player character through the
gate.

Sub-Objective
Go down with the elevator.

Notes
Elevator will become disabled.

Sub-Objective
Open the action wheel and bio-hack the
conscript.

Notes
The player can only click on the
conscript and bio-hack
A hint will show up explaining the action
wheel again.

Sub-Objective
Switch to the pawn and open the gate.

Notes
A hint will show up telling the player
about the colored ranking system.

Reaction
The player character walks through the
gate as it closes behind her.

Notes
Cutscene
Disable the gate interface.

C2 AND C3

Conscript

C3

Elevator

Player Character

Shopping
center

Pawn

Next Section

Blocked

Hidding Spot

High cover

Low Cover

Building

Trigger

Line of
sight

Body Disposal

Shopping center

Park

Checkpoint

C
Alarm

Subway entrance
(Objective)

Slope

Point of interest

Fountain
Statue

C

Sub-Narrative

C2

C2
Conscript

Elevator

Player Character

Next Section

Blocked

Hidding Spot

High cover

Low Cover

Building

Trigger

Line of
sight

Body Disposal

Border
Checkp
oint

Park

Checkpoint

Slope

Main Road

C2

FULL KEY

Interfaces
Clearance

Units
Pawn

Intractables

Any Units

Others

Checkpoints

Elevator

Civilian
Checkpoint

Gates

Enemy Units
Player
Character

Officers

Generator

Enemy
Checkpoint

Doors

Exits

Area s

Line of
sights

Park

Exit out of
Map part/
Zone or Level
Line of sight

Shopping area

Disabled
Civilian

C

Officer
Checkpoint

Alarm
Objective

Officer

Border
Checkpoint

Body Disposal

Stairs
Conscript

Hiding Spot
Objective
Unit

Others
[Text]

12

Crowd (Color
represents what
kind of crowd)

Slopes
Metro
Entrance
Point of intrest
Disabled
interactible

[Text]

No entry for
player
Important
Route (Colour
for which unit)

NonWalkable/
Building

Trigger

Trigger save
point

Fence
High wall

High Cover
Low Cover

Main road
(when needed)

Military Area
Sniper ground
sight

